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Abstract. Due to the numerous complicating factors in the field of small scale
digital device forensics, physical acquisition of the storage of such devices is
often not possible (at least not without destroying the device). As an alternative,
forensic examiners often gather digital evidence from small scale digital
devices through logical acquisition. This paper focuses on analyzing the backup
file generated for the BlackBerry PlayBook device, using the BlackBerry
Desktop Management software to perform the logical acquisition. Our work
involved analyzing the generated “.bbb” file looking for traces and artifacts of
user activity on the device. Our results identified key files that can assist in
creating a profile of the device’s usage. Information about BlackBerry smart
phone devices connected to the tablet was also recovered.
Keywords: BlackBerry, Forensics, PlayBook, Backup.
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Introduction

The BlackBerry PlayBook is Research in Motion’s (RIM) entrant into the heated
tablet race which includes the iPad and various Android tablets. One of the main
differences between the PlayBook device and other tablets is the ability to tether (via
Bluetooth) to a BlackBerry smart phone for network access while away from WiFi
networks at home or in the office, as compared to using an on-board 3G modem for
that purpose. This tethering is provided by the BlackBerry Bridge feature that extends
the functionality of the paired BlackBerry smart phone to the PlayBook’s larger
screen, enabling the viewing of emails, messages and files stored on the phone.
Although the iPad and the various Android tablets run a tablet-version of an
operating system designed for a smart phone, the BlackBerry PlayBook runs a custom
operating system. This means that research into the forensic acquisition of BlackBerry
smart phones may not be applicable to the PlayBook device. To date, there has been
no research performed on the forensic acquisition and analysis of the PlayBook’s
backup structure. Although the PlayBook has a comparatively small market-share [1],
the PlayBook was the first tablet to gain FIPS 140-2 certification and cleared to be
used by the U.S. Government [2]. Therefore, it is a worthwhile exercise to study the
forensic acquisition, analysis and examination of the device via its backup structure.
This approach has recently been applied successfully to the iPad [3] and we therefore
thought to investigate its applicability to the BlackBerry PlayBook.
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The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: in section 2 we briefly discuss
the literature about the forensic examination of various types of tablet computers. In
section 3, we describe the methodology for our experiment and we discuss our
findings in section 4. In section 5 we draw conclusions from our work and we finish
by discussing future research work into this area of small scale digital device
forensics.

2

Background

Mobile phones and tablets are of particular interest to forensic investigations for the
simple reason that due to their mobility they are likely to be in regular contact with
suspects and/or victims throughout the course of the events under investigation. With
enormous diversity in operating system software, hardware specifications, and
vendors, small-scale digital devices like smart phones and tablets are an area of
serious concern in digital forensic research [4].
Small-scale digital device forensics is a rapidly evolving subfield of digital
forensics. The initial popularity of the iPhone and subsequently the iPad led to
research into the retrieval and analysis of digital evidence from these devices
[5][6][7]. There has been some research into Android devices [8], although it has been
almost exclusively focused on phones and much remains to be done before a
generalized methodology for Android forensics is possible [9]. There has also been
some research on BlackBerry smart phone devices [10], but at the time of writing
there is little published research about the BlackBerry PlayBook tablet, which is the
focus of this paper.

2.1

iPhone and iPad

The iPhone, iPod Touch, and iPad all run the iOS operating system, and may be
conceived of as broadly similar devices from a forensics perspective. All iOS devices
interface with a personal computer or accessory peripherals through a proprietary port
on the bottom of the device which connects to the computer’s Universal Serial Bus
(USB) port via a special cable. None of the iOS devices feature removable storage
and consequently, any digital forensic examination of the device must take place via
this cable.
Physical acquisition for iOS devices is limited to commercial products and law
enforcement personnel. Andrew Hoog and Katie Strzempka [11] reviewed most tools
that support iOS device forensics using the criteria: installation, acquisition, reporting
and accuracy, where they came up with a ranking system they used to rank 13 digital
forensics products and methodologies. The Zdziarski method scored the highest (4.1)
where the rest averaged 3.3. Zdziarski’s iPhone forensics method is one of the few
which does not require the target device to be jailbroken - all an examiner has to do is
put the device into recovery mode and load Zdziarski’s tool into the device’s RAM.
The technique is conceptually similar to using a boot CD – essentially the device
boots to an “alternate” system partition that has all the necessary software to run a
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“dd” command and create a forensic image of the user partition, bypassing any
password protection. The National Institute of Standards and Technology validated
the Zdziarski method as forensically sound [12].
Gómez-Miralles and Arnedo-Moreno employ jailbreaking in their approach, which
uses the Apple Camera Connection Kit for the iPad to connect the device to an
external hard drive [13]. After the iPad is jailbroken, OpenSSH and core utilities
(coreutils) are installed on it, and the investigator connects to the device from a
computer on the same WiFi network as the iPad using ssh. The “dd” command is
issued to the target device specifying that the output is to be stored on the external
hard drive connected via the camera connection kit.

2.2

Android Devices

Similar to the iPhone, Android keeps all the system files and some of the user
information protected on the kernel level. Consequently, many forensic scientists
suggest that the device should be “rooted” (a similar process to jailbreaking) to
facilitate examination [9]. The Android file system is “Yet Another Flash File System
2” (YAFFS2). YAFFS, developed in 2002, was the first file system designed for
NAND (Not-AND) flash memory devices. YAFFS2 was designed in 2004 in
response to the availability of larger sized NAND flash devices; older chips support a
512 byte page size whereas newer NAND memory has 2096 byte pages. YAFFS2 is
backward compatible with YAFFS [8].
The first and most obvious step is to perform a traditional forensics analysis of the
microSD card from the Android device. This step will obviously only result in the
acquisition of whatever data has been stored to the SD card but not the data which is
stored in the device’s non-removable memory. Android device SD cards use the
FAT32 file system and are easily imaged and examined using traditional forensics
tools (including write-blocking hardware).
In order to acquire access to the Android device’s internal memory as opposed to
simply the SD card, USB debugging must be enabled on the device. This mode can be
enabled by the user through the appropriate configuration menu on the Android
device. If the Android device’s keylock is active, then the investigator requires the
user’s passcode to gain access to the configuration menu. According to Lessard and
Kessler [8], unless USB debugging has been enabled, it is not possible to root the
Android device. Golubev [14] explains that in the absence of the passcode, root
access is necessary to bypass the Android device’s keylock. This creates a “chicken
and the egg” scenario where if the keylock passcode is unknown, the investigator
must disable the keylock remotely via root access, but if the investigator cannot
disable the keylock, he/she will be unable to root the Android device.
The exact process of rooting an Android device varies depending on the hardware
manufacturer follows the same general process. This process requires inserting an SD
card (preferably fresh and not the one used by the device as it may store evidence on
it) and enabling USB debugging mode, then, through the use of Android
Development Tools (ADT, part of the Android SDK) and the Android Development
Bridge (ADB), a small program is copied to the SD card. This program is usually
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copied to /data/local/tmp, a folder where most installation files reside. The program is
then run in order to root the device.
Other research has focused upon the analysis of the live memory of Android
devices. Researchers have developed a tool that performs a dump of each running
process’ memory [15]. Although excellent for the analysis of a single process (such as
a single running application), many other potentially interesting parts of the Android
device’s memory are not analyzed including in-kernel structures, networking
information, etc. Another issue is that this approach requires memory to be extracted
separately for each process of interest, which requires a number of interactions with
the live system, increasing the chance that evidence will be contaminated. Sylve et al
developed a kernel module that can be loaded to a rooted Android device to dump the
memory of the device to the device’s SD card with very high accuracy [16].

2.3

BlackBerry Devices

BlackBerry devices have long had the reputation for security, both with respect to
the data stored on the device and to the security of emails and messages sent to and
from the device. Previous work studying BlackBerry smart phone devices found that
data was only forensically recoverable on devices where the users had not employed
the device’s encryption features [10]. However, the BlackBerry PlayBook uses a
different operating system entirely from the BlackBerry OS used on the generations
of BlackBerry smart phones up to this point. The BlackBerry Tablet OS is based on
QNX Neutrino, an OS that is employed to run on many other portable devices. This
operating system is Unix-based and features a microkernel.
BlackBerry devices were among the first smart devices to hit the market and as a
result they became popular among government officials and corporate customers
alike. Most BlackBerry devices come with the option to completely encrypt its
memory. Further, the device makes it possible to encrypt the device’s Secure Digital
(SD) card as well. It is also possible to wipe a BlackBerry device remotely in the
event that the device has been lost or stolen. BlackBerry devices, both the BlackBerry
smart phones and the BlackBerry PlayBook, can also be backed up to a desktop
computer using the BlackBerry Desktop Manager software. These backups may
contain much information of forensic value to an investigator, just as they do for the
iPhone [5] and iPad [3].

3

Methodology

Our method can be summarized as using a BlackBerry PlayBook device under
manual observation, involving recording of all actions and their outcomes, before
backing the device up with BlackBerry Desktop Manager and then analyzing the
backup files produced to determine those of most potential interest to an investigator
and their structure.
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Test Equipment

Hardware:
 64 GB BlackBerry PlayBook running OS 2.0.7971
 BlackBerry Bold 9900 running OS 7.1 Bundle 921 (7.1.0.267, Platform
5.1.0.230)
 IBM ThinkVantage with 2.6 Ghz Quad Core Intel processor, 4 GB RAM
running Windows XP Professional, Service Pack 3.
Software and tools:
 BlackBerry Desktop Software 6.1.0.35
 Facebook for BB PlayBook 2.2.1.7
 WinRAR 3.30
 Hex Workshop 6.6
 SQLite Browser 2.0b1
 AccessData FTK 3.2
 Snagit
3.2

Test Procedure

The BlackBerry PlayBook device was initiated and connected to a wireless network
as part of the initiation process. The device was connected to the lab’s wireless
network and the timezone was selected. After that the device required a BlackBerry
ID, which was created using the following details:
 BlackBerry ID: bbpbmail@gmail.com
 First name: ZUPlayBook
 Last name: Student
 BlackBerry ID username: bbpbmail@gmail.com
 Password: zuBlackBerry
 Recovery Question: Where?
 Recovery Answer: Here
 Screen name: ZU
After the successful BlackBerry ID registration, the device was forced to update to
OS 2.0.7971 and went through the first launch tutorials and demo. After that, the
device was connected to the BlackBerry 9900 smart phone through the BlackBerry
Bridge connection (over Bluetooth). Accessing the BlackBerry Bridge applications
required the smart phone’s password. The PlayBook then accessed emails from the
smart phone through the bridge to the first author’s email address, and we sent and
received test emails to and from the account bbpbmail@gmail.com. The next bridge
app we used was the BlackBerry Messenger (BBM), specifically checking received
messages and then sending and receiving some BBM messages to members of the
smart phone’s contact list. We then disconnected the PlayBook from BlackBerry
Bridge.
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The next step was using a new feature in OS 2.0: direct email setup. Using this
feature, the PlayBook device is used to directly receive and send emails over WiFi
without the need for a tethered smart phone device connected via BlackBerry Bridge.
Subsequent to that, we performed some browsing activities on the PlayBook
device, using the default browser, and then we started to run the YouTube and
FaceBook applications. We also used the camera to take two photos and one video.
Finally, a hotspot was created using the BlackBerry smart phone, and the PlayBook
device was connected to that hotspot.
After that the device was connected to the PC to capture a backup. From the
Desktop Software the backup option was set to “Full (all device data and settings)”.
After the backup was taken, more operations were made for comparison. One of
the image files was deleted, a website was deleted from the browsing history and
more images were copied to the device using the Desktop Manager Software. Files
named dizer.jpg and low.jpg and chub.jpg were copied using the file explorer of the
Desktop Manager Software. Then from the device the file chub.jpg was deleted. The
device was then backed up again.
WinRAR was used to extract the files from the .bbb files, which are ZIP files with
the “bbb” extension. After extracting everything into 2 folders, “before delete” and
“after delete”, the folders were added to AccessData FTK as live evidence.
4

Analysis & Findings

After extraction, both files had the same structure. The backed up files were
divided into 3 main tar files: App.tar, Setting.tar and Media.tar. Along with these
tarballs was an xml file describing the content of the files called Manifest.xml. It
showed the device PIN and OS version as well as file size for the above mentioned
tarballs as shown in Figure 1.

Fig. 1. Content of Manifest.xml
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Media.tar

Examining tar files using WinRAR, we first started out with the Media.tar file which
had two folders in it, Media and dtm. The “Media” folder has the same structure of
folders when you connect your device to the PC as shown in Figure 2.
We found all the images as well as the video taken by the camera in the folder
Camera in the first .bbb file. Aditionally, all the uploaded images were saved in
the\photos\Pictures\BlackBerry folder. There were no traces of the deleted image
taken by the camera, but moving into the dtm folder of the “after delete” .bbb file we
found the file c2f39ce100000004.bbms which listed the file name of all images
uploaded into the device including the one we deleted.

Fig. 2. Media folder content

4.2

Settings.tar

Settings.tar is an archived folder containing several files. Notably, Settings.tar
contained
another
file
called
dynamic.lm
in
the
directory
\accounts\1000\sys\input\fluency\user. This file contained the emails sent from the
device.
The directory \pps\services listed all the services in the device such as:
accelerometer, audio, clock, geolocation, input, light_sensor and more. Table 1
summarises the files found with evidence in them:
Table 1. Evidence Files in services folder

File name
Status

Path
\pps\services\accelerometer

Description
The file shows the
orientation of the
device at the time
of backup, and
whether it was
facing up or down.
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File name
Status

Path
\pps\services\audio

Status

\pps\services\clock

Status

\pps\services\geolocation
\country

Status

\pps\services\network-time

orientation

\pps\services\sensor

Settings

\pps\system

Description
The file shows the
audio status and
whether
a2dp
bluetooth audio is
enabled or not.
The file showed
which time zone
the device was
using.
The file showed the
country code for
the country the
device was in.
Showed the time
stamp of the clock
update and the ntp
server used.
Same information
provided by the
accelerometer
status file
The file contained:
 Time format
 Langauge used
 Time Zone

Notably we found two sub-folders in the folder \settings\var which appear worthy
of further investigation; certmgr and keymgr. The first one seemed to contain all the
certificates the device uses for communication and the other one contained a set of
private keys.
Digging further in the folder we found the file wpa_pps.conf in the directory
\var\etc\netsecure which stored all the info related to the wireless networks to which
the device had been connected. Another interesting finding was that the device also
copied all the networks to which the BlackBerry smart phone had ever connected,
including all the SSIDs and passwords, in clear text. This included wireless networks
to which the BlackBerry smart phone had connected before it had connected to the
PlayBook device using BlackBerry Bridge.
4.3

Apps.tar

This file contained obscured folder names, similar to what Apple does with iOS
application folders with obfuscated names. We speculate that the names may be
generated through a hash function of some description. Within Apps.tar, we found a
file named core.all in the directory sys.navigator\appdata\data. This file can be
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thought of as a map for the obfuscated folders within the tarball. Furthermore, in the
same folder were other files that were a subset of core.all, like userapps (shown in
Figure 3) which lists only third party apps installed, and core.corporate that lists all
the OS built-in apps, while the file dock showed the apps “pinned” to the dock in the
PlayBook’s GUI.

Fig. 3. userapps lists all third party apps installed on the BlackBerry PlayBook device
Using the abovementioned files we focused on the folders of apps that may have
potential evidence in them. We started by examining the browser’s folder as we
expected it to be the richest in terms of recoverable data. The browser’s folder was
named gYABgJYFHAzbeFMPCCpYWBtHAm0 and it contained the files shown in
Table 2.
Table 2. Evidence from browser app

File name
settings.sol

Path
\#SharedObjects
\browser.swf

Cache(folder)

\appdata\data\cache

Description
This file showed the
settings used by the
browser: history expiry,
homepage,
default
search engine, encoding
used, font size and user
agent string can be
found.
This folder contained
cached web files which
can
be
used
to
reconstruct
browsing
history and browsed
pages.
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File name
WebpageIcons.db

Favicon(folder)
Snapshot(folder)

browser-v1.0.db

cookieCollection.
db

Path
Description
\appdata\data\database An SQLite database that
contains
information
about visted sites’ fav
icon and where to get
them. Can be used to
track browsing histroy.
\appdata\data\favicon Fav icon are cashed in
this folder in png
formats.
\appdata\data\snapshot This folder holds the
snapshots of the visited
websites as seen on the
browser history section.
It stores them in 2 sizes
in
landscape
and
portrait.
\appdata\data
A SQLite database that
has 2 tables, Bookmark
and history, which are
self explanatory.
\appdata\data
Another
SQLite
database that stores all
the cookies that are
stored on the device with
information like: host,
expiry and last accessed

Further key term searching led us to the YouTube folder
gYABgPcyRJTp899l1vKiJZewK88, to the file qnx.youtube.sol located in
\appdata\data\#SharedObjects\Youtube.swf. Here we also found additional
information about the clip we watched, including the URL, the URL of the comments
and some related videos. The folder appdata\data\appdata had a SQLite database,
cookies.sqlite, that held the cookies used for the YouTube application and others.

4.7

Limitations

The analysis was conducted on only one PlayBook device, so we couldn’t record how
hardware changes might affect the results, if indeed they would affect them. The
experiment was performed on the original PlayBook device, not the new 4G LTE
PlayBook device, which is capable of connecting to the mobile network independent
of the BlackBerry Bridge tethering feature. Likewise; our examination of artifacts left
as a result of the BlackBerry Bridge tethering feature only involved one additional
device, a BlackBerry Bold 9900. Other BlackBerry smart phone devices were not
used in this experiment, although BlackBerry Bridge is supported on a wide range of
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BlackBerry smart phone models. Most significantly, the technique described in this
paper depends on logical acquisition through the BlackBerry backup procedure, and
therefore shares the limitations common to logical acquisitions of all digital devices.
Our plans to address these limitations are discussed in section 5, below.

5

Conclusions and Future Work

The original (non-4G LTE) BlackBerry PlayBook device is a low-priced tablet which
integrates with the BlackBerry smart phone device. Despite an overall smaller share
of the tablet and smart phone markets than iOS and Android-based competitors, the
BlackBerry devices (PlayBook and smart phones alike) remain popular and widely
deployed in the corporate and government markets, and in the mainstream consumer
market in many countries. This paper described a logical acquisition-based approach
to investigating the BlackBerry PlayBook device. Our approach is based on the use of
the BlackBerry PlayBook backup file created by the normal backup procedure
through the BlackBerry Desktop Management software. We examined the backup
data structure and identified files stored within which appeared to be of forensic
interest. Table 3 lists the files within this backup structure which we identified as
likely containing information of interest to a digital investigation.
Table 3. Summary of results

Tarball
Settings.tar

File Path within Tarball

Settings.tar

\accounts\1000\sys\input\fluency\user
\dynamic.lm
\pps\services\accelerometerb\Status

Settings.tar

\pps\services\audio\Status

Settings.tar

\pps\services\clock\Status

Settings.tar

\pps\services\geolocation\country
\Status

Settings.tar

\pps\services\network-time\Status

Settings.tar

\pps\services\sensor\orientation

Settings.tar

\pps\system\Settings

Settings.tar

\settings\var 2\certmgr

Description
Emails that are sent
from the device.
Orientation of the
device at the time of the
backup
Bluetooth and A2DP
usage
Current Time Zone
Country code for geo
location at the time of
the backup
NTP server used and
time stamp for last
update
(Unix EPOCH time)
Orientation of the
device at the time of the
backup
Language, time format
and time zone
x.509 certificates
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Tarball

File Path within Tarball

Description

Settings.tar

\settings\var 2\keymgr

Private keys

Settings.tar

\var\etc\netsecure\wpa_pps.conf

Information about
wireless networks,
including passwords
All the images and
videos taken by the
camera, none of the
deleted
List of all images
synced to the device,
even the deleted ones.
Map to all application
folders
Subset that shows only
OS built in applications
Subset that shows user
installed applications
Browser application
folder, can be different
Browser settings

Media.tar

Media.tar

Apps.tar
Apps.tar
Apps.tar
Apps.tar
Apps.tar

\media\camera

\dtm\MediaSync
\c2f39ce100000004.bbms
\sys.navigator\appdata\data\core.all
\sys.navigator\appdata\data
\core.corporate
\sys.navigator\appdata\data\userapps
\gYABgJYFHAzbeFMPCCpYWBtHA
m0\
\SharedObjects\browser.swf
\settings.sol

Apps.tar

\appdata\data\cache\

Browser Cache

Apps.tar

\appdata\data\database

Fav icon information

\WebpageIcons.db
Apps.tar

\appdata\data\favicon\

Fav icon image files

Apps.tar

\appdata\data\snapshot

Websites snapshots

Apps.tar

\appdata\data\ browser-v1.0.db

Apps.tar

\appdata\data\cookieCollection.db

Bookmarks and history
tables
Browser cookies

Apps.tar

\gYABgE1L_lY-sjW85E1SCBQsrco
\firstlaunch.sol

Apps.tar

\gYABgPcyRJTp899l1vKiJZewK88

Apps.tar

\appdata\data\#SharedObjects
\Youtube.swf

Apps.tar

\appdata\data\appdata\cookies.sqlite

Device name and
BlackBerry ID used to
initiate the device
YouTube Application
folder
YouTube searches and
videos watched.
Cookies stored by
YouTube Application.

In the future, we plan to run more extensive tests on a broader range of BlackBerry
hardware and software. We also plan on creating stronger usage scenarios to create
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more complete user profiles. As we continue to investigate these devices, it will be
possible to develop a software parser for the PlayBook backup structure which can be
used to automate the discovery of the different items of interest we discovered in the
investigation described in this paper. This parser could be combined with a
convenient user interface to display or export this information, to assist forensic
investigators.
The new 4G LTE BlackBerry PlayBook is substantially similar to the original
BlackBerry PlayBook except for the addition of a 4G LTE modem. Although this new
model still supports BlackBerry Bridge, the 4G LTE modem allows connection to the
mobile network directly through a micro-SIM. We anticipate that the back-up
structure would be extremely similar to the structure described in this paper, but have
yet to confirm this through our own testing. One point of interest is that the new 4G
LTE modem may lead to a significant reduction in the use of the BlackBerry Bridge
feature which, as we have shown, leaves interesting evidence about paired BlackBerry
smart phones used with the subject PlayBook.
Another limitation of the work described in this paper, as noted above, is our
dependence on the BlackBerry PlayBook backup file. The backup file may be thought
of as a logically acquired image of the PlayBook device, and as with all logical
acquisitions, there may be some additional evidence stored on the device itself which
cannot be retrieved. For example, deleted files or data stored in primary memory only
as opposed to secondary storage on the device (e.g. cryptographic keys, passphrases)
may be of forensic interest, but will not be retrieved through a logical acquisition of
the PlayBook device’s secondary storage. We plan to address this deficiency by
investigating techniques for physical acquisition of the PlayBook device. DingleBerry
[17] is a PlayBook hacking tool which permits root access to the BlackBerry
PlayBook device. DingleBerry may provide a mechanism for our future work in the
physical acquisition of the BlackBerry PlayBook device.
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